
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Seeing that no solution of the difficulty ____________________, but rather
a greater complication, he slowly rose and looked around.
1.

(reach)
was being reached

After these arrangements we separated, George and I following to
ascertain if he ________________________________ by detectives.
2.

(watch/or/shadow)
was being watched or shadowed

When the brother understood that further education
____________________ him for nothing, a gleam came suddenly into his
oddly mature gaze.

3.

(offer)
was being offered

Last summer this question of prohibition ___________________ in
Massachusetts by votes.
4.

(test)
was being tested

The fires were lighted, and preparations __________________ for
weighing, when a column of smoke was seen in the distance, announcing the
approach of a steamer.

5.

(make)

were being made

In about ten minutes' time they could see moving figures between the thick
trunks of trees, and soon came to the place where the road
_______________________.

6.

(break out)was being broken out

Then suppose the owners of the station had learned that they
___________________ upon?
7.

(spy)were being spied

Boxes and bundles of all sizes and shapes were piled high on the wharf,
and supplies of food and clothing _____________________ to the suffering
city.

8.

(hurry)
were being hurried

On another night we _________________________ at one of the delightful
concerts arranged for us by the staff.
9.

(entertain)
were being entertained

The last act of some obscure German opera ____________________ in
full chorus.
10.

(shout)
was being shouted

The little image was taken out, and while it _____________________
Barbara picked up the little leather case on which it usually stood.
11.

(examine)
was being examined
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It was to be noticed that when there was only one oar it
___________________ vigorously by a woman, while a man sat comfortably
in the stern and steered.

12.

(work)
was being worked

They ____________________ abreast at racing speed, and occupied the
whole of the road.
13.

(drive)
were being driven

What hidden tragedy ____________________ behind that silent barrier of
light?
14.

(enact)
was being enacted

He knew that everybody thought he was dead and that his body had been
found, and that Emerson __________________ for his murder.
15.

(try)was being tried

The sunshine ____________________ out, as if by some giant hand.16.
(blot)

was being blotted

The movements of the enemy proved clearly that some advance
_________________.
17.

(make)was being made

Their little force ______________________ by every reserve that they
could muster and arm.
18.

(increase)
was being increased

Phil became nervous and uneasy as so much time
_____________________ in discussion, interesting to him though the talk
was.

19.

(consume)
was being consumed

I see no other sign that the new and better place of our planet
_________________________.
20.

(acknowledge)was being acknowledged
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